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Seven years ago, right before 
the birth of my son, I left a full-time 
position as an acquiring editor at 
Silhouette. Walker Books had just 
published my first Regency 
romance in hardcover, so I thought 
I would split my time between baby 
rearing and fiction writing. Since 
I'd written a fair amount of copy 
while I was at Silhouette, I decided 
I'd augment my income with part- 
time, freelance copywriting, at 
least until writing fiction made me 
solvent. The fiction has still not 
paid off, but I've found the 
freelance copywriting biz is a great 
way to stay abreast of the 
paperback market while actually 
earning money. 

In most mass-market paper- 
back houses, cover copy is not an 
editorial responsibility; it is 
assigned to a copy department 
whose sole responsibility is the 
production of copy. The person or 
people in that department hire 
freelancers to write any copy there 
isn't time to write in-house, 
trafficking the appropriate material 
to them, and making sure that the 
copy produced is acceptable to 
editorial and marketing. 

When a publishing company 
decides to use a freelancer, I come 
into the picture. Typically, I'll get a 
call from the copy department, 
asking whether I'm free to handle a 
book. If I'm free, they'll overnight 
materials on the book. Ideally, I get 
a complete manuscript. Some- 
times, however, I get as little as a 
two-page synopsis and a few 
reviews of the author's previous 
books. I'm given a deadline, 
usually a week from when I receive 

cant, on page 7 ' 

More Simply Human 

H orror fiction deals characters become the 
in aberrations: By centerpieces of unforget- 
aberrations of table short stories or nov- 

nature and circumstance, 
of fate and destiny, aberrations of the 
cosmic and the exquisitely human. Of 
these facets, the most memorable and 
compelling are the human beings who 
populate the writer's fictional world. 
Through their eyes the reader is able to 
behold existence from a unique and un- 
expected perspective. With those char- 
acters the reader is able to experience a 
fellow human's endeavor to understand, 
avoid, or defeat an unimaginable real- 
ity, a loathsome monster, or a mind- 
bending situation. 

Creating believable characters who 
invite a reader's identification and in- 
vestment is the hallmark of effective 
writing of every genre. In horror fiction 
this call be particularly challenging, 
since in so many ways the writer is ask- 
ing us to accept and embrace the un- 
real. For this reason, characterization 
in horror writing is central to a story's 
success. 

Characters who embody the strug- 
gles and tragedies and terrors of mental 
disorders-from eccentricities of per- 
sonality to psychoses-are widespread 
in horror fiction, no matter whether 
they are the protagonist or, as is the 
case all too often, the malevolent horror 
itself. When they are effectively devel- 
oped, nurtured into completeness, these 

els. Consider Norman 
Bates in Robert Bloch's Psycho; Hanni- 
bal Lecter in Thomas Harris's The Silence 
of the Lambs; the characters' interlock- 
ing pathologies in Ed Gorman's political 
thriller, The  Marilyn Tapes; the stark, 
chilling, and sometimes comedic psy- 
chopaths in J. N. Williamson's The Book 
of Websters; and the almost alien de- 
rangement of George Smith in 
Theodore Sturgeon's Some of Your  
Blood. As a clinical psychologist, I am 
interested in how writers portray per- 
sonality types and mental disorders, 
which are frequently integral to horror 
stories. However, with alarming fre- 
quency authors make basic errors that 
interfere with the enjoyment of their fic- 
tion. Perhaps because we all possess 
our very own personal psychology, we 
tend to assume that we know how hu- 
man difficulties and insanity manifest 
themselves, and how they are expressed 
in thought, perception, and behavior. 
Couple this with the strange and inaccu- 
rate portrayals of psychological difficul- 
ties in media of all ilk and you have a 
recipe for a myriad of fictional missteps. 

Yet, in order to  create compelling 
characters who accurately portray hu- 
man personality types and mental disor- 
ders, a writer need not pursue an ad- 
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Agents, agents everywhere ... 
Have you ever noticed how someone 

can mention something to you and sud- 
denly that very thing is popping up every- 
where? That's the way it's been lately with 
the subject of agents. 

NINC has always been concerned with agent issues, of course. 
Whether to have one or not-who and how to pick-when and how to 
leave-those lunds of questions are critical to many of our members as they 
go about building and defining their writing careers. Twice we've pub- 
lished agent guides (the last time in 1996) and we've considered doing 
another edition. We've heard that's a fabulous idea, while others sing the 
Been There, Done That/Ho Hum blues. 

So what's the problem? I hope you all saw Lois Kleinsasser's letter to 
the editor in last month's Novelists' Ink. Lois refers to growing sentiment 
that it's getting tough to find an agent, even for well-published authors. If 
I read her letter properly, she wonders whether NINC ought to be working 
harder, networking better, as well as offering insight into the LA side of the 
business, literary lawyers and managers. 

It's all very intriguing, especially when you consider what else is going 
on in the world of entertainment representation. Everyone's heard about 
John Grisham's well-publicized problen~s, but Garry Shandling, TV's Larry 
Sanders, took things one step further with a $100 million breach-of- 
contract action against his former manager, and then added a withering TV 
send-up. Writing well is the best revenge, apparently, at least until the 
court battles are settled. 

The trades are also full of the CAA-Michael Ovitz brouhaha, wherein 
former super-agent Ovitz and his new talent management company have 
gone head-to-head with CAA. Creative Artists issued an ultimatum to its 
clients, warning them to stay away from Ovitz/AMG or get dropped. But 
several stars have chosen Ovitz, preferring the total package approach 
rather than the more restrictive services of a plain old agency. Sure, the 
film biz is different from ours, but some pundits see this trend signaling the 
beginning of the end for the traditional LA agencies like ICM, William Mor- 
ris and CAA, with actors, directors and writers included. 

On one coast agencies are threatened by management groups, and on 
the other, by technology. In a recent issue of Publishers Weekly, Richard 
Curtis talked about electronic publishing, warning, "[]If authors can estab- 
lish direct access with readers, what do they need publishers-or 
agents-for?" While some of us may think that sounds great, others trem- 
ble at the very idea. Do without an agent? You've got to be kidding! 

I think the real problem right now is that we are facing some funda- 
mental changes in the way we do business. Mergers, technology and major 
shifts in consumer habits are sweeping us and our agents to new places, 
whether we want to go or not. No one knows yet where we're going to end 
UP. 

So what can NINC do in times like these? We've already started a few 
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things-such as adding the "Ask the Agent" column to the newsletter . We're 
also hoping to put more agent illformation on the website, www.ninc.com. This 
could be a tremendous and exciting project, and we're hoping it will strike a 
chord for a few of you out there. If could be incredibly useful to you personally, 
if you want the chance to interact with some agents and see the information 
first-hand, as well as help determine what form it takes online. Let your voice be 
heard! Contact any Board member over there on the masthead. We may not 
know where any of us will end up, but together, maybe we can lessen the anxi- 
ety a little! 

NINC news 
Once again, we welcome a new Board member to the fold, and bid a fond 

farewell to someone we're really going to miss. After two-plus years of terrific 
service as secretary, Candace Schuler is stepping down, and Becky Barker has 
been kind enough to step in. Candace won't be leaving us completely, since 
we've already got her tapped for a few projects, but we hope you'll join us in 
sending Candace your warmest wishes and appreciation for a job well done. 

- Julie Kistler 

visiting with friends, editors, or agents. 
Midnight in the Garden, We will be offering attendees a menu 

But Three Days in of options for spending that time, 
including walking, driving, boat and 

trolley tours of the city. 
In this month's issue of Novelists' Ink  you Opportunities abound to mingle wit11 

will find the introductory brochure for the 1999 old fnends or make new ones. 
Novelists, Inc. Conference in Savannah. We've got lots I'd also llke to introduce you to our other Conference 
of exciting stuff already planned, and you'll be hearing Committee Members: 
more about the details of the program and speakers in Program Chair Jasmine Cresswell will be planning 
later issues of NINK. For now, we can tell you some of the discussion group topics and enlisting guest 

@ the highlights of this year's conference: speakers. Send your suggestions straight to her. 
We have confirmed our luncheon speaker, Editor/Agent Liaison Sandra Kitt will be in charge of 

@ bestselling author Ann Maxwell, aka Elizabeth Lowell, making sure the editors and agents are invited and are 
@ who will be speaking on the topic, "Popular Fiction: enlisted to take part in the conference. If you hear of someone @ 
@ Why We Write It and Why We Read It." who would like to be invited, please let her know. 
@ , Reduced Conference Fee! After consulting Registration Chair Vicki Hinze will be processing 

@ 
a with the NINC Board of Directors, we have decided to your registrations later in the year. 

use some of our Author's Coalition Funds to subsidize Special thanks to these ladies for taking on these 8 the conference so we can keep the high quality of very important duties. a speakers and at the same time make the conference SAVANNAH TRIVIA: James Lord Pierpont was living 
more affordable for our members. in Savannah when he composed the classic ditty "The 

@ 
@ More Networking Opportunities: Our One Horse Open Sleigh," which was, for marketing 

members really love the unique opportunity that NINC reasons, later re-titled "Jingle Bells." Only slightly less 
affords them to network with their peers, and we have famous is another Savannah songwriter, Johnny @ 
increased the number of Author Discussion groups to Mercer, author of "Moon River," "Days of Wine and @ 
allow more interaction between our members. We will Roses," and-as much as he would probably like to @ 
still be offering outside speakers, but they will be deny it-"Jeepers Creepers." 
scheduled at a different time during the conference, so Mark your calendar, make your hotel reservations 
nothing will interfere with our "Authors Only" sessions. and plan to join us for an unforgettable weekend in 

Free time to see the City: NINC's official Savannah! 
conference activities don't start until 4:00 pm on - Victoria Thompson, Conference Coordinator 
Thursday, giving you time to travel that day and  spend e-mail: VESTinPA@ aol.com 

@ some time in the City as well. On Saturday afternoon, snailmail: 563 56th Street @ 
@ we have also allowed free time for excursions and/or Altoona PA 16602-1 233 @ 
63 

Correction 
Due to miscommunication and 

some overeagerness on the part of 
your editor (yes, that's me 
[groan]), the February NINK incor- 
rectly stated that the AAR had 
agreed to participate in our new 
"Ask the Agent" column. This im- 
pression was incorrect. 

The opinions offered in "Ask 
The Agent" will be solely those of 
the interviewed agents. We do, 
however, hope to ask the AAR to 
recommend agents to answer spe- 
cialized questions for us. TdR 
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' ' ' ' Continued from page 1 

vanced degree. The necessary tools 
with which to build such characters are 
literally at one's fingertips. Adding 
these resources to your existing ability 
to create characters will sharpen your 
proficiency to integrate human aberra- 
tions into your horror fiction, thus 
fashioning characters who not only are 
beyond the norm of most readers' ex- 
perience, but believable as well. 

I hasten to add that this is not a 
call to  create characters with mental 
disorders to merely add color and 
strangeness to  your stories. Rather, 
these characters are used so fre- 
quently, I'm only interested in it being 
done more accurately and, ultimately, 
more humanely. therefore, I hope that 
what you have learned about creating 
compelling characters-through your 
reading, education, and experience 
-can be enhanced through the ideas 
presented here. 

In the past six months, I've read 
works of horror fiction (all by spectac- 
ular writers) in which: a schizophrenic 
switches personalities helplessly, from 
priest to murderer to three-year-old 
child: a severely depressed law en- 
forcement officer engages in car 
chases, leaps from building rooftops 
and pursues suspects, all with incredi- 
ble energy; a "psychotic killer" me- 
thodically plans a series of murders 
with clarity and an extraordinary lack 
of emotion; a psychologist laments the 
fact that she cannot treat mental ill- 
ness since psychologists are only 
trained to work with family relation- 
ships, then later injects a patient with 
medication as part of his treatment. 
What do all of these examples have in 
common? They are wrong.  

They rest on foundations of inac- 
curate information, thus splintering 
the seamless dream the writer is at- 
tempting to create. 

To quickly address each of the 
above-mentioned errors: 

(1)  Schizophrenia and Multiple 

Personality Disorder (Now Termed 
Dissociative Identity Disorder) Are 
Distinct Clinical Entities. Please 
write this down in large block letters 
in your notebook. If I accomplish 
nothing else in this article other 
than to reduce the grotesque num- 
ber of times this error is made, I will 
consider my existence on this planet 
well-spent. 

Schizophrenia is a devastating 
mental illness which may manifest 
as hallucinations, delusions, disor- 
ganized speech and behavior, social 
withdrawal and dulling of emo- 
tional responses. While the term 
"schizophrenia" is derived from 
Greek words meaning "split mind" 
(which may be where the confusion 
originally arose), a more accurate 
definition is "shattered mind." The 
split is not between personalities; it 
js between Self and World. The 
boundaries blur, or even vanish. 
Thus an internal image becomes an 
external phenomenon; an idea be- 
comes a worldly truth. 

What has been known as Multi- 
ple Personality Disorder is marked 
by the presence of nvo or more dis- 
tinct personalities which repeatedly 
take control of an individual's be- 
havior, often with the activities of 
one personality remaining virtually 
unknown to another. Even more in- 
teresting is the debate in psychology 
and psychiatry on the prevalence 
and actual existence of this syn- 
drome as a pure disorder; a growing 
number of professionals and re- 
searchers in the field believe that 
this disorder can be inadvertently 
created or encouraged in psy- 
chotherapy. 

(2) A Severely Depressed Man 
Would Not Likely Have the Physical 
Energy to Engage in James Bondian 
Adventures. Cardinal signs of a ma- 
jor depression include loss of inter- 
est and motivation, difficulty in con- 
centrating, diminished energy and 
feelings of worthlessness, none of 
which is particularly conducive to 

the spirited pursuit of a quarry. 
(3) A Psychotic Killer and a Psy- 

chopathic Killer Are Not Synonymous. 
A psychotic person has experienced a 
break with reality, likely including 
delusions and hallucinations (and on 
the whole is less likely to be dangerous 
than the rest of us, by the way), while 
the common use of the term 
"psychopathic" refers to an irre- 
deemably antisocial individual who is 
impulsive, deceitful, aggressive, and 
has little to no conscience or empathy. 

(4) A Psychologist Treats Mental 
Illness. Although most psychologists 
have doctorate degrees (e.g., Ph.D., 
Psy.D., or Ed.D.), they are not medical 
doctors and don't prescribe or adminis- 
ter medication. However, their central 
function in a clinical setting is the diag- 
nosis and treatment of mental disor- 
ders through assessment and psy- 
chotherapy. There is perhaps no 
stronger and odder commentary on 
the portrayal of mental health profes- 
sionals in the media than the observa- 
tion that Bob Newhart's sitcom charac- 
ter was perhaps the most accurate. 

A psychiatrist is someone who has 
earned an M.D. degree, then goes on 
to specialize in the medical treatment 
of mental illness. It is the psychiatrist 
who prescribes and monitors the use of 
psychotropic medications. 

These inaccuracies represent com- 
mon errors writers make when includ- 
ing psychological terms in their fiction. 
However, as is the case in the whole of 
life, it is much easier to point out er- 
rors and mistakes than it is to chart a 
positive course. As I have often told 
my clients, "If blame cured anyone, 
we'd all be perfect by now." In the re- 
mainder of this article, therefore, I will 
offer horror writers a few suggestions 
on how to more successfully integrate 
human aberrations into their fiction. 

Invest in a Copy of the Diagnostic 
and Statistical Manual. The American 
Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic 
and Statistical Manual  of Mental Disor- 
ders ( D S M ;  in its Fourth Edition as I 
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write this) is the standard diagnostic 
reference for psychiatry and psychol- 
ogy. Used by researchers, clinicians 
and insurance companies to approach 
some consensus about the definitions 
and signs of various mental disorders, 
and to facilitate communication 
among professionals, the later editions 
of this manual offer clear and concise 
listings of the symptoms and charac- 
teristics of everything from childhood 
disorders to organic brain syndromes, 
from psychotic disorders to  anxiety 
disorders, from sexual disorders to  
personality disorders. This book can 
be a treasure for the writer seelung to 
portray human psychological difficul- 
ties accurately, in that it contains not 
only basic descriptions of currently 
recognized mental disorders, but also 
enhances these descriptions with infor- 
mation on the prevalence, course and 
associated features of the difficulties. 

It is important to  recognize that 
unlike standard medical diagnosis, 
psychiatric diagnosis undergoes con- 
stant change as new evidence emerges 
to help shape our understanding of hu- 
man difficulties. Did you know, for ex- 
ample that homosexuality is no longer 
a psychiatric diagnosis, or that neuro- 
sis as a concept has all but disappeared 
from current diagnostic formulations? 
Because of the changes in diagnosis 
which occur over time, if you are writ- 
ing a story set in a time other than the 
present, it will prove valuable to  re- 
search the psychiatric diagnosis that 
existed at the time of the story. For 
example, in Ed Gorman's The Marilyn 
Tapes, Marilyn Monroe's psychiatrist 
diagnoses her as evidencing Cy- 
clothymic Personality, a diagnosis 
which no longer exists but did when 
the story took place. 

After using the DSM for basic re- 
search, a writer can then bolster his or 
her understanding of a disorder by us- 
ing the countless books and journal ar- 
ticles available on each disorder, or 
even by perusing a standard college 
textbook on Abnormal Psychology. 

Recognize that Most Modern Psy- 
chotherapy Is not Freudian Psycho- 
analysis. Writers have a tendency, 
when including psychotherapy in their 
stories, to include a couch, free associ- 
ation, dream analysis, endless discus- 

sions of childhood, and those ubiq- 
uitous Rorschach inkblots. These 
are all facets of classic psychoanaly- 
sis which, while it still exists, is not 
currently practiced by many psy- 
chotherapists. There are over 350 
distinct and definable systems of 
psychotherapy. I recommend that 
you avail yourself of Raymond 
Corsini's excellent series Current 
Psychotherapies. Each edition of 
this work includes succinct but clear 
coverage on a number of psy- 
chotherapeutic approaches, includ- 
ing a brief statement of the underly- 
ing theory, the basic concepts of the 
system, its history, its current status, 
its applications and even a case ex- 
ample. 

Resources such as these will not 
only strengthen the factual founda- 
tion of your fiction, but can also 
spark a legion of creative ideas. 

Caveat. The DSM poses the 
same danger as does any other re- 
search resource: 

It can inadvertently encourage 
a writer to create a caricature rather 
than a living, breathing human 
character. Therefore, I offer here 
some further insights on human 
functioning, with hopes that these 
simple ideas will help you to create 
characters in your horror fiction 
who not only display all the color 
and uniqueness you hope to invoke, 
but also the internal consistency 
that a reader expects from any fic- 
tional character. 

What is Personality? Human 
personality is the characteristic and 
enduring way that each of us per- 
ceives and interprets the world; 
what beliefs and assumptions we 
make about ourselves, the world 
and other people; and the patterns 
of behavior were likely to show reg- 
ularly. These patterns range from 
the smallest (the way a man plays 
with his mustache) to the most gen- 
eral (reacting with rage whenever 
one's judgment is questioned.) In 
short, personality is the map we use 
in order to navigate our lives. 

It is as if each of us wears a pair 
of colored eyeglasses with its 
unique hue. Everything we experi- 
ence is filtered through those 

glasses and thus each of us has a 
uniquely individual take on the life 
we're living and the world in which we 
live. 

When someone has a personality 
disorder (distinct from a clinical syn- 
drome or illness), he or she has a rigid, 
predictable and inflexible way of per- 
ceiving, interpreting and acting on the 
world. Thus, a Paranoid personality 
will interpret a comment, no matter 
how benign, as demeaning or threat- 
ening; an Avoidant personality will 
perceive remarks from others as indi- 
cating potential rejection or humilia- 
tion; a Schizoid personality will show 
little interest in relationships with oth- 
ers and will be unaffected by com- 
ments, good or bad. Because the in- 
flexibility is so much a part of a per- 
sonality disorder-indeed of most 
mental disorders-many clinicians, 
myself included, believe the word 
"disorder" to be a misnomer. If any- 
thing, most of the clients we see are 
too ordered, too predictable and lim- 
ited in their perceptions and re- 
sponses, and the goal of psychotherapy 
is to help them become less pre- 
dictable. 

Too often, unbalanced or psy- 
chotic characters in horror fiction devi- 
ate from this insight. Apparently the 
writer assumes that since he or she 
created a "crazy character," that char- 
acter can do virtually anything in the 
story, that the label of mental illness is 
a license to  act totally unpredictably 
and irrationally. This is not true. 
Which leads me to my next point: 

Every Behavior Has a Goal. When 
I was an intern psychologist, I was 
called in to see my first floridly psy- 
chotic patient. She was a pleasant and 
polite woman, but insisted that God 
was talking to her even as we con- 
versed, and that she was afraid her 
husband would cause her to lose the 
child she was carrying, the result of 
God impregnating her. At first, being 
the wide-eyed intern, I made feeble at- 
tempts to somehow reel her in and en- 
courage her to share the world I was 
inhabiting. Suddenly an insight struck 
me: If I had God tallung in one of my 
ears, and a young psychologist in the 
other, who would I listen to? Having 
recognized that, I pro- ) ) ) ) 
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New NINC Committee Chairs 
We are happy to announce that Kay 

Hooper has agreed to serve as Advocacy 
Chair in '99. She and her committee will 
look into issues of importance to us as 
writers, attempting to solve them as 
neatly as she did the sale of ARCS at  
Barnes & Noble! Past president Steve 
Womack takes on  the  Outreach 
Committee, attempting to cross-pollinate 
a bit with others writers' organizations, 
and getting NINC's name out there in 
the world. Curtiss Ann Matlock 
continues as Internet Chair. She is also 
at work on a list of literary attorneys, 
with the intent to post the list on our 
Web sire http://www.ninc.com. If you 
have the names of literary attorneys, 
please be sure to send them on to her. 
She's available online at curtissann 
@poboxes.com or CurtissAnn Matlock, 
RT. 2, Box 177A, Minco, OK 73059 

Diet Coke Hits the Books 
According to an article by Robert 

Dahlin in the Feb 1. 1999 Publishers 
Weekly, six major new titles are the focus 
of a unique marketing campaign. The 
books include River's End (Mar., Putnam) 
by [NINC member] Nora Roberts; and 
will be a spolighted part of a 
multimillion-dollar merchandising 
campaign running from February 1 
through April 30. 

"Between 45 and 50 million 12- and 
24-packs of Diet Coke and caffeine-free 
Diet Coke will contain an excerpt from 
one of these six titles. The design of each 
multi-pack pictures the featured book on 
every side and reproduces the covers of 
the six books in the promotion. That's 
more than eight million copies of each 
book's excerpt flooding virtually every 
retailer selling Diet Coke-and it's being 
done without financial commitments 
from the publishers involved." 

To read more about this, check out 
the Feb. 1, 1999 issue of PW or go to PW 
online. 

M R  Joins PWas BookExpo 
America Rights Center Sponsor. 
Elsewhere in breaking news. .. this 

just in from the AAR ... 

' ' ' ' Continued from page 5 

ceeded to immerse myself in her 
world and, to my surprise, found not 
that her behavior was horribly disor- 
ganized or random, but rather that 
every single behavior had a goal 
when one understood her world. For 
example, she walked backward with 
her hands on her stomach because 
God had told her he would strike her 
dead if she didn't protect their child. 
It all made sense. 

You can understand, then, that 
you must know not only what your 
character's "symptoms" are, but how 
your character views the world from 
the inside. To truly captivate your 
reader, that world must be coherent 
and consistent, no matter how 
bizarre it may seem on its face. 

Everyone is Doing His or Her 
Best. Upon first glance, this may 
sound ludicrous, but it's true. With 
the world they perceive the concepts 
they have of themselves, the goals 
they're pursuing and the options they 
see, people in general make the best 
choices they can at any moment. Re- 
member this. 

Everyone is More than a Collec- 
tion of Symptoms. Although the 
DSM is a wonderful way to provide 
some structure to your aberrant char- 
acters, to give them a coherent and 
accurate form, it is crucial to under- 
stand that not one person is con- 
tained in any diagnostic description. 
The diagnostic system, like all sys- 
tems, was created in order to simplify 
the world; therefore, the search was 
not for ultimate truth but for pat- 
terns, characteristics which tend to 
appear together. No one perfectly 
exemplifies any diagnostic pattern 
and no diagnostic pattern captures a 
human being. Not even close. 

There is a philosophical concept 
know as the "A/Not A Absurdity," 
which states that when one draws a 
line a between any two con- 
structs-whether those constructs 
are mentally ill/mentally healthy, di- 
abetic/nondiabetic, even dead/ 

alive-and then one approaches that 
line from either direction ... the line 
disappears. There is relatively little 
difference between people who are 
considered mentally ill and those 
who are not. 

Psychiatrist Harry Stack Sullivan 
said it best: "We are all more simply 
human than otherwise." 

And perhaps that's the secret of 
creating believable characters who 
portray any type of human aberra- 
tion. It's not that they are radically 
different than the rest of us; it's that 
we share so much with them. We 
share their irrational fears, their un- 
acceptable desires. We have our mo- 
ments when we feel out of control, or 
when our ruthlessness rushes to the 
fore. 

That is why the most effective 
characters in horror fiction who dis- 
play some mental or personality dis- 
order prove so chilling. After all, 
even cold-blooded killer Hannibal 
Lecter voiced the romantic notion 
that he and Clarice were looking up 
at the same stars. Even Norman 
Bates quietly mourned his mother. 

We are all more simply human 
than otherwise. NINK 

"More Simply Human" originally 
appeared in Writ ing Horror, edited 
by Mort Castle (Writer's Digest 
Books, 1997) It has been updated 
and is here reprinted by permission 
of the author. 

Tracy Knight is a clinical psychologist 
who lives and works i n  Carthage, Illi- 
nois. His short fiction i n  the horror, 
suspense, mystery and science fiction 
genres has appeared in numerous an-  
thologies, including Werewolves, 
Wolves, Murder for Father, Whitley 
Strieber's Aliens, The UFO Files, and 
three of the books i n  the "Cat Crimes" 
series. He writes a regular column on 
Psychology and Crime Fiction for Mys- 
tery Scene magazine.  He recently 
completed his first novel. 

Eliza Shallcross is a former editor for 
Ballantine, Harlequin, and Silhouette, 
the author  of a Regency,and a 
freelance cover copy writer. 
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' ' ' ' Continued from page 1 

the material, never more than two weeks. 
Because the preprinted cover flats are used 
to sell books to bookstores, cover copy is 
kept to a very strict schedule, and there's 
usually not more than a day or  two of 
leeway in it. 

I f  I receive a full manuscript, I sit 
down and start reading. I think it's an 
advantage that I come to a story cold, as a 
reader will. Unlike the author and the 
editor, I have no preconceptions about 
what the story should be, but see what is 
actually on the page. As a fiction writer 
myself, I get so mired in all the 
permutations and subtleties of my stories I 
have trouble writing a synopsis, let alone 
putting a hard sell in 100 or 200 punchy 
words. Even as an editor I found it difficult 
to write copy for books I acquired. I'd 
already worked with the book for so long 
that it was difficult to step back and see 
what made me want to read it in the first 
place. 

When I'm sent a manuscript I've never 
seen before, though, I can feel a sense of 
discovery and excitement similar to that of 
a reader. There's nothing quite like the 
thrill of receiving a first novel by a talented 
new writer. I've been lucky enough to 
write cover copy for some really stand out 
first novels: Wings of the Storm by Susan 
Sizemore, Once Upon a Pirate by Nancy 
Block, and most recently, Touch Not  the Cat 
by Tracy Fobes. When I'm in on the early 
stages of the "discovery," I try hard to pass 
along my excitement to the reader. 

Sometimes, though, loving a book can 
be a problem. First of all, it puts a personal 
pressure on me to write copy that's worthy 
of the book. Second, if I get too involved in 
a book, I can lose that distancing that 
enables me to separate out the key 
elements and highlight them. 

One of the toughest times I've ever 
had with cover copy was for Georgia 
Bockoven's The Beach House. It's a n  
incredible, involving book. My standard 
operating procedure is to take manuscripts 
and go read them at  one of two local 
coffeehouses. During the day, they're 
usually pretty quiet, and the staff is very 
nice, letting me sit for hours with a cooling 
cup of coffee. It gets me away from the 
phone, and for some reason, I seem to 
concentrate better there than I d o  in a 
quiet house. Anyway, I was sitting at  a 
small table, plowing my way through a big 
pile of manuscript, and I reached the point 
where the old couple completes their 

suicide pact. I started bawling right 
there in the middle of this public 
coffeehouse. But, despite that 
involvement, or perhaps because of it, I 
had a tough time writing copy for The 
Beach House. 

In fact, Harper made me rewrite 
my first piece and I feel as if I slaved 
over it. I have to say in my defense, 
though, that many companies don't like 
downers mentioned in copy, and death 
is usually a particularly negative 
buzzword. As for suicide ... ohmigosh! I 
ended up describing their part of the 
story as "Maggie and Joe, married sixty- 
five years, courageously face a 
separation even their devotion cannot 
avert." I was pretty pleased with myself 
on that one. While I think most readers 
would guess the separation is probably 
death (especially after 65 years 
together), it put the emphasis on the 
devotion (which was the emphasis in 
the book, too). 

This brings me to the subject of 
putting a positive spin on books with 
elements that are considered hard sells 
in the romance market. When an author 
writes about a non-commercial topic, it 
can really help to market the book if she 
adds a few commercial elements, as 
well. When I wrote copy for Bockoven's 
previous book to The Beach House, An 
Unspoken Promise, I felt like writing a 
note to the copy department, saying 
"Please note that I have not included 
prostitution, drug abuse, or the breakup 
of a marriage, all three of which 
occurred in the first chapter alone." 
Instead, I focused on sisterhood, family 
ties, and the heroine's search for her 
sister's birth mother-elements crucial 
to the book, but also highly commercial. 

Returning to the actual process of 
writing cover copy, however .... As 1 
said, I usually take the manuscript and 
run off to the local coffeehouse. I sit 
with the manuscript and a scrap of 
paper to jot notes on. As I read, I record 
things that strike me, including random 
thoughts. I try to remember to write 
down both the hero and heroine's 
complete names with the correct 
spelling, because it can be surprisingly 
hard to find the last names later. After 
a while, my scribblings start to cohere 
into something that makes a full 
sentence, and if I'm lucky that sentence 
works as the first sentence of my first 
paragraph. Loosely, when I write 
romance copy, which makes up the bulk 
of what I do, I tend to use a format of 
one paragraph from the heroine's point- 
of-view and one paragraph from the 
hero's point-of- b b b b  

Association of Authors' Repre- 
sentatives Joins Publishers Weekly  as 
BookExpo America Rights Center 
Sponsor. 

Jean Naggar, President of PAR, 
notes: "The AAR is delighted by this 
opportunity to work together with the 
Rights Center a t  BookExpo America to 
promote a better understanding of the 
globalization of our industry and to 
identify the many challenges facing the 
international rights business at  the start 
of a new century." As an organization 
representing the interests of literary 
agents across the country, the AAR's 
sponsorship of the Rights Center is 
expected to lend both sellers and buyers 
of rights more opportunity and access to 
a greater amount of content and rights 
networking at BEA this year. 

"The sponsorship of the prestigious 
AAR, along with our increased domestic 
and international marketing efforts, 
allow us to deliver the highest level of 
domestic and international rights 
networking to all BEA participants," says 
Rita Ugianskis, BEA's Director of 
Marketing and Industry Development. 
BEA's rights related sessions this year 
include: 

Licensing Law-Understanding the 
Ins and Outs; and [Editor's note, of 
particular interest to m a n y  NlNC 
members] De-Mystibing Hollywood, 
wherein a panel of Hollywood insiders 
and industry professionals will provide 
insight into how Hollywood buys film, 
screenplay and television rights from 
book publishers, agents, and screen 
writers. 

BookExpo America will be held a t  
the Los Angeles Convention Center in 
Los Angeles, CA Friday, April 30 - 
Sunday, May 2 1999. 

[Editor's note ... so mark  your  
calendars and get ready to fire away all 
the questions that  are/arenlt fit to print; 
we'll do our best to get the answers and a 
report post Expo. ;-)I 

Trend Watch 
It's definitely a trend, with high- 

level editors leaving to become agents. 
The latest-former Doubleday executive 
editor Betsy Lerner has left ) ) ) 
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) ) ) BDD to become an agent a t  the 
Gernert Company. She'll be 

working for her old boss, David Gernert, 
who was editor-in-chief a t  Doubleday 
before founding his agency. 

From the Left Coast 
A group of  34 Academy-Award- 

winning screenwriters have banded 
together to demand a share of the profits 
on the films they work on, just like actors 
and directors have been getting for 
decades. Here's the really good 
news-Sony Corp. went for it! Each of 
the writers has agreed to write at  least 
onc film script for Sony within the next 
four years, a t  the same rate of pay as 
their last script, but with two per cent of 
the picture's gross-not net, but 
gross-receipts added on. This is a 
n a j o  step in the right direction for our 
LA brethren. 

Publishers Add Imprints 
Magazine and newspaper articles 

arc suddenly very hot as film properties, 
bypassing the book stage completely, as 
producers look for hot info and ideas 
they see coming in faster media. But 
maybe a new St. Martin's effort will 
bridge the gap, going for pop culture 
with an LA beat. SMP has announced a 
joint endeavor with [A Weekly, a self- 
styled "alternative newspaper," (HIMY. 

laweekly.com) to create a new imprint 
for different kinds of boolts (nonfiction, 
fiction, hardcover, trade paper, 
whatever) to tell LA stories. They're 
planning to do eight to ten titles a year, 
with SMP executive editor Elizabeth 
Beier at the helm. Look for everything 
from cookbooks to the poppest pop 
culture. 

After adding three new imprints in 
1998, Avon Books have announced 
they'll add two more in '99. They're 
looking at  a new brand called Tempest, 
intended for young readers, and a 
health-oriented imprint called 
WholeCare. Publisher-s Weekly reports 
that Hearst Book Group President 
William Wright looked for these new 
imprints to lessen "Avon's dependency 
on the romance field." 

' ' ' Continued f m  page 7 

view. I think that tends to give the most 
balanced view of the book, though that's 
not a hard and fast rule. Usually, I 
choose whose point-of-view to open in by 
going with the viewpoint of the sentence 
that comes to me first. Since I jot down 
stuff while I read, that's most likely going 
to be the main point-of-view of the 
opening of the book. Often, since 
romances are women-centered books, 
this will be the heroine's viewpoint. For 
instance, in Miranda Jarrett's novel 
Wishing, which is part of her "Fairbournes 
of Cape Cod" series, I opened up with the 
hero's point of view, just as she did: 
"When [Captain Samson Fairbourne of 
Cape Cod] writes a description of a 
perfect, obedient wife he says he wishes 
for, and hefts it overboard in a bottle, all 
he has in mind is a bitter joke that will 
teach his young cousin a lesson on the 
foolishness of  wishes." I adrnit I don't 
remember if Pocket used that line exactlj, 
the way I wrote it, but it's a fairly 
accurate condensation of the opening 
chapter of that book. 

Once I've got the opening sentence, I 
try to get down the central premise that 
drives ;he story and use that for the first 
paragraph. When I'm writing romance 
copy, that usually means I attempt to nail 
down the external conflict and perhaps 
give a hint of the internal conflict. Then, 
in the second paragraph, I usually switch 
points-of-view (heroine to hero, hero to 
heroine) and try to nail down the internal 
conflict. 

When I've got most of the opening 
paragraph scribbled down, and 
some of the second, I pack up the 
manuscript and go home to my computer. 
I have a laptop, and I could take that 
along with me, but find I don't. The 
change of venue helps crystallize my 
thoughts, and since I usually walk, I find 
the 15-minute break, combined with 
some physical activity, helps me think. 
By the time I get home, my brain has 
usually been chugging along very nicely, 
and I charge into the house to try to get ir 
all down on the computer. Often, I can 
get that second paragraph roughed in a t  
that time. 

Then I usually pack it in with the 
creative work on that piece of cover copy 
for the day. I'll type up other 
stuff-quotes and author bios and all the 
assorted bits that go into front sales-or 

go and do my grocery shopping. The next 
day I pull out a printout of the copy as it's 
written thus far  and the manuscript. 
Then I settle down and alternate reading 
more manuscript and rereading the copy 
I have. If I haven't finished the second 
paragraph, I finish it then, and polish and 
fine-tune and sometimes completely 
rewrite what I have. I keep reading the 
manuscript until I have a piece of copy 
I'm satisfied with. For some books, that 
means the whole manuscript. With 
others, it might be as little as 100 pages. 
When I'm pretty sure I'm happy with the 
basic form of the copy, it's back to the 
computer for the next polishing. Then I 
print it ou t  and leave it on the kitchen 
counter. Every time I walk by, I take 
another look through and make little 
changes. 

Finally, the next day, I make any last 
tinkering changes, read it through for 
typos, and pack it up and send it to the 
publisher. I can-and have-done this 
whole process in one four- to six-hour 
stint; but I hate doing it that way. I like 
spending two to three days if I can, 
because tfie ideas solidify more easily that 
way. However, if I've got a lot of cover 
copy to d o  in a particular week, I can 
overlap. Once I've gotten the two main 
paragraphs down on the first piece of 
copy, 1 can go on to the manuscript of a 
second book while I tinker and fine-tune 
the first. 

Then, of course, there's the matter of 
doing cover copy from less than a full 
manuscript. Partials of 200 pages or so 
are  usually fine, but I hardly ever get 
those. The original 75 or so pages that an 
author may turn in at  approval time quite 
often is enough, but can be misleading. 
I've run into some problems where I've 
written copy based on 75 to 100 pages, 
and when the author is sent the copy, she 
says, "Oops, well, umm, I've changed it a 
bit since then." Occasionally, I've been 
asked to rewrite with the author's 
addenda about the way the book is now. 

Then there's writing from a synopsis, 
which can be hell on wheels. I prefer 
working from a manuscript, because all 
of the techniques I've described hardly 
ever work with a synopsis. I do best with 
a synopsis if I know an author's work well 
and can match her style from what I've 
read previously. I did copy for one of 
Linda Lael Miller's S p r i n p ~ a t e r  books 
from-I kid you not!-one and a half 
pages of a concept sketch. I'm still 
slightly in awe of myself that I managed 
to pull such a feat. What helped there 
was that I know and admire Miller's 
writing, and that the Springwater series is 
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a tightly connected concept where all the 
books interlock. I'd had an entire 
manuscript on the first book, and this was 
the fifth piece of copy I'd written on the 
series in a period of about two months. A 
lot of the focus in that series is on the town 
of Springwater, so I could keep that focus 
as I wrote each piece of copy. 

Where I run into trouble, though, is 
when I'm not familiar with an author, but 
the author has a strong enough 
relationship with her editor that she's 
leaving a lot of holes in the synopsis. The 
editor may know the author is going to 
focus on the romance in the actual book, 
but if  the synopsis focuses entirely on the 
external action, I'm left to take wild 
guesses as to the conflict, which can be 
well nigh impossible. When I wrote copy 
for Somewhere Lies the Moon-a 
hardcover by Kathryn Lynn Davis that's a 
sequel to Too Deep jor Tears and .411 W e  
Hold Dear-I ended up skim-reading all of 
both books in order to make sense of the 
synopsis. That was 1,400 pages of reading 
books I wasn't even writing copy for. Hey, 
they were good books, and I didn't have to 
pay for my copies, but I'd have preferred to 
read them when I wasn't on deadline. 

As well as writing the back copy, plus 
any front copy there is, I'm often asked to 
provide front sales material. For many 
books, that means picking a suitable 
excerpt from the book, usually between 
100 and 200 words in length. Since it's 
hard to find a good scene that's only 200 
words long, ! tend to do a lot of cutting in 
order to get an excerpt down to that 
length, sometimes using material that was 
originally as much as 500 or 600 words. I 
cut paragraphs that aren't essential to the 
action, and jump ahead if there's anything 
repetitive, such as two kisses in one scene. 
Then I type out what I have and run a spell 
check to see how many words. And, then, 
I'm afraid to say I start trimming non- 
essential words one at a time until I get it 
to a reasofiable length. I cut a lot of things 
like "He lowered his head," because the 
reader will be able to fill that in for herself. 

In general, while I do often choose for 
romance copy a scene that turns into a first 
kiss, I focus on the dialogue in that scene, 
which I think tends to be more revealing of 
the tone of the book than the actual kisses. 
I try to end with a punchy line, either of 
dialogue or in the hero's or heroine's 
thoughts, that reveals something of the 
conflict, rather than just fading out with a 
kiss. That way (I hope!) I leave the reader 
with a desire to buy and read the book. 

Once I've written the material to my 
satisfaction, I pack it all up and overnight 
it to the publisher. Publishing houses used 
to like freelancers who lived locally and 

were willing to come into the office to 
pick up and drop off material. With the 
advent of overnight mail and the 
electronic age, they seem more relaxed 
about this, though there are some 
holdouts. I live commuting distance 
from New York, and I can come in, but 
it's a sizeable chunk of change and 
three hours out my day if I do, so I tend 
to stick with houses who are willing to 
mail me material. Usually. I have to 
send back the material I work on, a 
printout of my cover copy, and the 
cover copy on a disk. Some copy 
departments like copy e-mailed to 
them, which is the fastest way, of 
course. You do tend to lose some 
formatting with e-mail, and cover copy 
is very format intensive. However, it's 
a huge step over the bad old days-less 
than ten years ago-when cover copy 
often ended being retyped in house. 

For better or worse, my cover copy 
is usually viewed by the company as a 
jumping off point for the real copy. 
When I was an in-house editor a t  
Hariequin and Silhouette, I figured that 
if I could regularly get three or four 
usable sentences out  of freelanced 
cover copy, then we should keep the 
freelancer. From the other side of the 
fence, I don't feel comfortable about the 
quality of my work unless I see at  least 
50 percent of what I wrote being used. 
If you ever see someone muttering and 
cursing, or doing high fives, in a 
bookstore while looking at  a piece of 
copy on a book, that's probably me 
finding out how much of my copy made 
the cover. My goal is 100  percent, but 
I seldom see that. In-house the editor, 
the copy chief, and the author if she's 
managed to arrange to be part of the 
process, send material back and forth 
until everyone is satisfied. Usually the 
editor will do a t  least some of the 
rewriting, as will the copy chief, until 
by dint of a collaborative effort they 
come up with the final copy. 

In closing, I hope my commentary 
on cover copy serves to illuminate what 
may have been some gray areas in the 
murky publishing process. If any of you 
have specific questions, and have e- 
mail, I'd be happy to try and give you an 
answer. I'm at mas@castle.net. 

I wish you all the very best with 
your covers, and hope to work on each 
and every one of yours some day. 
Wow, if that happened, I might actually 
get rich! NlNK 

WW II Redux 
World War I1 seems to be enjoying a 

resurgence all over, what  with Saving 
Private Ryan and The Thin Red Line at  
movie theaters, and the success of Tom 
Brokaw's The Greatest Generation, which 
continues to hang in at  the top of the 
best-seller lists. Another nonfiction entry 
will be coming from HarperCollins, 
which reportedly paid journalist Howard 
Blum six figures for The Brigade, about 
Palestinian Jews who were recruited to 
fight the Nazis at  the end of WWII. Will 
fiction catch up to this f l u r ~  of activity 
on the warfront? Stay tuned. 

Woodside Stop Order 
NY Attorney General Elior Spitzer 

has announced a judgment against The 
Woodside Literary Agency of Queens, 
ordering it to stop its Internet publishing 
scheme, provide restitution to con- 
sumers, and pay penalties to the state. 
Woodside apparently bombarded 
Internet writing sites with ads, and then 
tried to get wannabe writers to pay to be 
represented by this so-called agency. In 
an effort to test Woodside's literary 
standards, a group of writers submitted a 
bogus writing sample that was filled with 
nonsensical prose, and grammatical and 
spelling errors. [NINK Editor's 
note.. . Yours truly read this sarnple several 
months ago when the writers in question 
were setting up the sting with the AG's 
office. I t  was really incredibly bad.] 
Woodside later requested the author's 
entire manuscript and a fee. 

Consumers can still file complaints 
against the company with the Attorney 
General's office for possible restitution. 
The company has already been ordered 
to pay nearly $15,000 in penalties, 
restitution, and costs. 

Kudos to NlNC Members 
Anne McCaffrey has been awarded 

the Margaret A. Edwards Lifetime 
Literary Achievement Award for 1999. 
The works cited were the Harper Hall 
Trilogy, The Ship Who  Sang, and the 
Dragonriders of  ern^ novels. 

And our  own Past President Steve 
Womack has been nominated for an 
Edgar. Go, Steve! NlNK 
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The Royal(@) Pain 
[Reprinted by  permission from the May 
1998 issue o f  BULLETin, American 
Crime Writers League.) 

up with all this"? 
Well, maybe you do and maybe 

you don't. 
Not all agents have an 

accountant's mindset and sometimes 
their eyes glaze over, too. It's our 
responsibility to choose competent 
agents, but it's also our responsibility 
to educate ourselves and to question 
whatever we don't understand in our 
royalty statements. 

Take the matter of reserves. ,411 
publishers hold back money in case 

By MARGARET MARON 

President, American Crime 
Writer's League So your royalty statement arrived 

this [spring]. After you got over your 
disappointment that the accom- 
panying check was either nonexistent 
or smaller than you and your mortgage 
company had hoped, what did you do 
with that statement? 

Did you sit down with it and try to 
figure out exactly how many books 

you've sold and when? Or did your 
eyes immediately glaze over at all 
those incomprehensible numbers? 
Did you then stick it in a file drawer 
with all the others, thinking "Thank 
God I have an agent who's keeping 
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returns exceed sales. Does your 
statement tell you how much is being 
held in reserve? Does it tell you how 
many books have been returned? If  
not, you must ask your agent to ask the 
publisher for a "reconciliation to print." 

The publisher will then issue a 
document that tells how many copies 
of the book were actually printed, how 
many shipped, how many have come 
back and how much money they're 
holding in reserve (i.e., not releasing 
your share of money they've already 
billed/received) in case more books 
come back from the dealers. 
Sometimes an agent will discover that 
the publisher is holding large reserves 
when the book's already gone back to 

press three times! In such cases, 
s/he is often able to get the 
publisher to release most of those 
reserve royalties. 

Right now, more than half the 
publishers do not list the amounts 
held in reserve. When one agent 
asked why, she was told that few 
agents ever inquire about it. If we 
ail push our agents to ask for that 
reconciliation to print, publishers 
might start adding that information 
to our statements routineiy since it's 
more time-consuming and costly for 
them to go back and do individual 
print-outs on each book. 

This chart was put together by 
the Royalty Committee of the 
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Thls informatLon comes courtesy o f  
Laura Tucker o f  Richard Curtis 
Associates, Inc. and the Association of 
Authors' Representatives. It was 
prepared by the AAR's Royalty 
Committee (Vicky Bijur, Board Liaison; 
Jeff Gerecke, Committee Chair; Denise 
Marcil; Barbara Hogenson; Claudia 
Menza; and Deborah Schneider] and w 
current as of Novem ber 9, 1998. 

The Association of Authors' 
Representatives is a notgor-profit trade 
organization of literary and dramatic 
agents. It was formed in 1991 as a 
result of a merger between the Society of 
Authors' Representatives (founded in 
1928) and the Independent Literary 
Agents Association (founded In 1977). 

Among its goals are to keep member 
agents informed about condit~ons In 
publishing, the theatre, motion picture 
and television industries, and related 
fields; to encourage cooperation among 
literary organizations; and to assist 
agents in defending their authors' 
interests. 

Association of Authors' Representatives 
(AAR) .... The chart gives negative 
features a NO and positive features a Yes 
(as in Yes if a publisher does not delay a 
first statement. A NO in that column 
means they hold onto your royalties for 
an extra six months.) 

As you can see from this chart, 
very few houses provide all the 
information an author and agent want 
to see. The best statements (Viking 
Penguin, Dutton, Simon & Schuster) 
provide information on both cum- 
ulative and current sales, on the 
number of returns, on the amount of 
reserve being held against returns and 
the amount of reserve released each 
accounting period. 

Please look at it carefully. Note 
where your pubiisher's negatives fail, 
then ask your agent to get the missing 
information from the publisher. The 
more requests a publisher receives, the 
more that publisher will be motivated 
to improve its statements. 

AAR has taken a big step for us. 
Let's help them keep up the pressure. 

Who knows? Unified contracts 
might even be next! NlNK 
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YOU ARENOTALONE 
Feel as though you are swimming upstream? Feel as 

though change, downsizing, and new technology are about 
to do to you what Bill didn't quite do to Monica? Think 
maybe you lived through the golden age and it's all down- 
hill from here? 

Well, those feelings may be based in reality, but at least 
you aren't alone. Consider, for a moment, what's been go- 
ing on in the record business. 

The rock music business has always been rough and 
uncertain, but late last year, uncertainty shape-shifted into 
horror as Seagram's Universal Music Group completed its 
acquisition of Polygram, a music giant which had been 
owned by Philips, the Dutch electronics conglomerate. 
(Universal acquiring Polygram? My goodness, that would 
be like Bertelsmann acquiring, say, Random House. Jeez, 
that's big.) 

With that deal, priced at $10.4 billion (that's "b" as in 
"boy," not "m" as in "mogul"), the music business began to 
fall in on itself. 

Actually, the implosion had been going on for some 
time, but the structural implications of the change became 
manifest with the acquisition. 

Seagram. the booze company, has become a major 
player in entertainment. It acquired Universal Studios last 
year, or was it the year before. Edgar Bronfman Jr., the 
scion of bootleggers, must not be much of a reader because 
he spun off the book arm of the Universal acquisition 
quickly. But he has been busily restructuring the Holly- 
wood film business ever since. 

Now it seems to be the record business's turn in the 
barrel. Within a month of the purchase, A&M Records, 
which had been a major force in the music business since 
Herb Alpert first went to the bullfights in Tijuana, disap- 
peared. Almost 200 employees were pink-slipped and 
given one day to clear out, sans Rolodexes, no doubt. 

And at the same time, just down the street in Holly- 
wood, Geffen Records fired 110 employees. That's quite a 
bloodbath in a relatively small world, but the betting is that 
the firings were just the first of what will ultimately be 
thousands of lost jobs around the worlu. 

Worse, or at least more painful from our point of view, 
was the beginning of a very nasty process by which an esti- 
mated 200 artists and bands will be, to coin a phrase, "out 
of the business," or at least out of contractual connection to 
a major record label. (Does that sound familiar?) 

The New York Times recorded the event in words that 
sounded way too familiar. Most of the 200 cancelled con- 
tracts involved artists "who thought that signing a record 
deal meant they were on their way to stardom," reporter 

Neil Strauss wrote. "Soon they will find themselves right 
back where they started." 

Ouch. 
He estimated that another 100 established acts, well- 

known musicians ranging from U2 and Elton John to Ice 
Cube and Amy Grant, will be shoveled, over the next few 
months, from the dead labels to new corporate stables. 
Their futures will be controlled, for better or worse, by ex- 
ecutives, promotion people, and sales forces they have 
never met. (That's like a writer suddenly finding him- or 
herself writing for a new editor at a publishing house they 
had never signed with. Sound familiar? Yeah, me too.) 

On a smaller scale, the book publishing business has 
seen the same kind of implosion over the past five years, 
with much the same result. 

I point out the parallels to music not only because I 
believe that misery loves company, but because a deeper 
look at the bloodbath on Sunset Boulevard suggests that 
technological change is at least partly responsible. 

And at least in the music business, that same techno- 
logical change is offering some new opportunities for the 
same artists who have been stung by downsizing. 

Neil Strauss, the NYT pop music writer, suggested in a 
think piece a couple of days after the Seagram-Philips deal 
was concluded that downsizing was inevitable because the 
labels involved had become moribund. Herb .41pert1s trum- 
pet doesn't sell many compact discs; David Geffen, the cre- 
ative genius who started Asylum Records, sold it, and then 
came back into the business a decade later to fire up Geffen 
Records, has moved on to Dreamworks, his collaboration 
with Steven Spielberg and Jeffrey Katzenberg, the former 
Disney movie guru. 

The music business in the late 1990s is quite different 
from what it was in the '60s, '70s, and even the '80s. For 
better and/or for worse, popular culture has been taken 
over by a few large corporations. Big-name entertainers 
have become bigger; idiosyncratic, innovative acts have 
found fewer and fewer venues in which to perform. Mod- 
erately talented musicians have lost their gigs and had to go 
back to selling real estate or flipping burgers. Hell, even 
some majorly talented acts have done that. If you don't 
think so, tune into the "Where Are They Now" show on M- 
TV. Nothing new under the sun there, friends. We've seen 
it happen in our own business, too. 

But in his think piece, Strauss pointed out, quite 
rightly, that the creative outlets that were once available on 
the dead record labels have been replaced by a quiet revo- 
lution in technology called the Internet. 

Music is now available in multimedia streams from 
your computer; an estimated 150,000 songs are now avail- 
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able for downloading via a format called MP3. The format 
is a compression system which allows fast transfer of CD- 
quality digital information onto your hard disk and, in the 
very near future, onto hand-held multimedia devices like 
the one called the Rio. The device, which is the size of a 
deck of cards, plays music that is stored on a "flashcard 
which can store an entire song on a single microchip. 
(Sound like something called Rocket eBook? Sure does to 
me.) 

Strauss points out that there are lots of problems to be 
thrashed out before MP3 becomes the standard of the mu- 
sic business. The biggest is copyright, which is always a 
problem in the digital domain since many of the songs 
available on the Net are bootlegs. 

The corporate music companies have been fighting in- 
troduction of the Rio. Those companies want to be able to 
promote their artists and recordings on the Web but they 
know they can be ripped off by digital technology in the 
same way they thought they would be ripped off by home 
audio-taping on cassette decks. 

(How long ago were double decks popular? Ten years? 
Maybe 15? I know that my wife still exercises to a home- 
made bootleg tape that includes everybody from Elton John 
and the Eagles to Hoyt Axton and Creedence Clearwater, 
but I don't think she's responsible for the death of A&M 
Records, honest.) 

At the same time the recording industry is trying to lull 
the Rio, artists are using the new technology. Garage bands 
and lesser-known acts p o s ~  their music for free, purely in 
hopes, I guess, that somebody may like it enough to want to 
pay for a different record someday in the future. The tech- 
nology may not offer much hope of profit, at the moment, 
but the cost of moving an MP3 file over the Net is a fraction 
of a penny, so the exposure is great. 

Strauss argues in his commentary that the big record 
companies, such as the one created by Seagram, may be 
fighting a rear-guard action against this alternative distribu- 
tion channel for a long time. 

Or, more likely, he suggests the giant corporations may 
usurp digital distribution by a variety of means. One Silicon 
Valley intellectual property firm is already preparing to of- 
fer the world MP4, which would allow digital downloads 
but would track royalty flow much like the Norwegians al- 
ready are helping NINC by tracking reprographic rights. 
The system might even allow users to play a song for free 
for a few times before the file is erased, forcing the listener 
to go out and buy a permanent copy. 

I started out this little rant with the idea of making a 
morality tale out of it. Maybe the only real moral to this 
story is that is that it isn't over. Structural change has lulled 
many record companies, much as it has wiped both publish- 
ing houses and writers off the cultural landscape. But every 
loss is also an opportunity, or so it seems when the sun is 
shining and I've remembered to take my meds. 

Which leads me to my next item .... 

THE COLD WAR IS OVER 
At the risk of betraying my age, I will admit that I've 

spent several evenings this winter watching the CNN docu- 

mentary series on the Cold War. I came of age in the mid- 
dle of the conflict. Now it's nice to try and put some per- 
spective to the events of my youth and young adulthood. 

But as a writer, I found an interesting counterpoint to 
the documentary in a NY Times piece by Doreen Carvajal on 
four writers whose every word I used to devour. 

Under the headline "The Spy Who Fell Onto the Re- 
mainder Table," Carvajal reported that John le Card only 
pulls down $2.5 million a book nowadays, a far cry from 
the days when his George Smiley was at the top of the lists 
for months on end. And Forsyth's classic Day of the Jackal 
sold 3.5 million copies whereas his latest spy thriller, Icon, 
sold less than a million. 

But anybody with half a brain has been able to see that 
spy fiction is not the hot topic that it once was. 

So what is a writer to do? Well, in the case of these 
giants of thriller literature, the responses have varied. 
Forsyth, for instance, fired his agent, changed publishers 
and is now about to turn loose of a sequel to the 1910 
novel, Pharltorn of the Opera. The new novel, entitled The 
Phantom of Manhattan, has the namesake character clean- 
ing fish in a Coney Island factory. 

Now that is, um, inventive. So inventive that Forsyth's 
usual publisher, Bantam, passed on the project, which ulti- 
mately found a home with the West Coast house that pub- 
lished Faye Resnick's memoir of Nicole Brown Simpson. 

Le Carre, on the other hand, has altered heading with- 
out really changing course. He's trying to recapture his 
audience by switching to international financial thrillers. 
Follett, whose first big success was really a World War I1 
thriller rather than a Cold War tome, has been all over the 
landscape for some time. The last Follett I read was about 
cathedrals, I think, and his newest is about the early years 
of the space race. 

So the old masters have become dated; the old thriller 
genre is worn out. Where does that leave those of us who 
loved those stories and who even may have aspired to write 
them? 

As Charles McCarry, an ex-CIA agent who wrote one of 
the best novels of the era, put it, there are really two 
choices. One is to switch. "What happens is that you live 
your experience and eventually it runs out. So you find 
another vein." 

Or in the alternative, you can develop patience. As Mc- 
Carry put it, "You have to wait for the Cold War to be quaint 
as a little Napoleonic war." 

Now that is an interesting prospect. Maybe there'll be 
some use for those old, half-finished thrillers that are clut- 
tering up my hard disk. I don't think that approach is any 
more foolish than rewriting creaky old classics like Phan- 
to m... or writing "historical thrillers" featuring Nazis as the 
bad guys. 

CONSIDER THE SOURCE 
One of my favorite lines about reviewers comes from a 

19th century composer whose name I forget but who retali- 
ated against a bad review by writing to the critic. 

"Dear sir," the composer's letter began, "I am sitting in 
the smallest room in my house. Your review ) ) ) ) 
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it were on television, so I have watched Emeril a time or 
two. It was either that or the old Randolph Scott oater on 
the Western Channel. I found Emeril off-putting and amus- 
ing by turns, but nothing I witnessed prepared me for the 
review I ran across recently in the NY Times. 

The skinning, disguised as a feature by Amanda Hess, 
OF THE HUDSON spent two columns of newsprint, lots and lots of words, ex- 

coriating Emeril. Using typographic bullets like real ones, 

' ' ' ' Continued from page 73 

is in front of me. Soon it will be behind me." 
But Tom Wolfe is of a different mind. The author of A 

Man I n  Full, something of a literary icon himself, recently 
got into a cat fight with not one but two reviewers, Norman 
Mailer and John Updike. The results were amusing, if you 
enjoy verbal salvos. 

The conflict probably dates back to the 1960s, when 
Wolie, then noted as a journalist, whacked the New Yorker 
magazine, and Updike in particular, for failing to get out 
into the real world and report what they see. 

Updike finally got even, I guess, by writing in the New 
Yorkel- last fail that Wolfe's new novel, while displaying 
"grand ambition ... still amounts to entertainment, not litera- 
ture, even literature in a modest aspirant form." 

Now that may sound like a slam to lots of folks, and 
Updike clearly intended it as such. But the bitchiness 
reached a new level when Mailer weighed in with a review 
in the New York Review of Books. 

"It is Tom Wolfe's best book by far," Maiier began. 
But .... 

The "but" came flowing like some verbal river from the 
fountainhead of New York literary archness. "At the high- 
est level, it's a failure-at a more modest plateau (which is 
to say, at the corrupt level), it is bound to prove a resound- 
ing success with its large popular merits." 

As a writer of popular fiction, I find both reviewers fun- 
damentally foolish and because I kind of like the book in 
question, I found myself applauding Wolfe's response: 

"I think you have to  take Mailer and Updike as a 
matched set, and ask why are those old bones rising up to 
try and shoot down this book. It's because their own works 
of the past few years have been sinhng without a bubble." 

It's always fun to watch a cat fight, but the little literary 
flap reminded me of another review I read recently, this 
one of a television chef named Emeril Legasse. 

Emeril crept into my consciousness last year when I 
surfed past the Food Channel one evening just as he was 
uttering one of his trademark phrases about "hchng it up 
a notch. BAAAAMMM." 

Emeril is a faintly chubby, highly voluble Cajun- 
influenced chef who plays very well on television because 
he is more animated than John Madden and has better pots 
than the Frugal Gourmet. He has a very faithful following, 
dozens of whom crowd the set of his nightly show to watch 
him throw food around like Larry, Moe and Curly. 

My wife says I would watch a dead cow rot, as long as 

or at least trying to do so, Hess accused Emeril of "poor 
coolung slulls," "mangled tradition," "a facade of accessibil- 
ity," and "sloppy presentation." 

"His roasted turkey calls for two sticks of butter 
(shoved through slits in the flesh of the bird.) I'm not sure 
anyone has lived to tell whether or not it's good," Hess 
wrote. 

The whole review is like that. Emeril made the re- 
viewer sick, figuratively if not literally. To E-less, Emeril was 
and is clearly an offense against good cooking, maybe 
against life itself. 

I got to the end of Hess' piece and was so struck by its 
vitriol that I had to go back and reread it entirely, ty ing  to 
make sense out of it. Finally, I found the line that was the 
key to understanding what would otherwise have seemed 
an outsized response. 

Buried in a paragraph in the middle of the review, Hess 
wrote that Emeril "dumbs recipes down so much that he 
removes all the intellectual effort that goes into creating 
subtle flavors in a dish." 

That, my friends, is how Hess views cooking, as an in- 
tellectual process intended to create subtlety. Now, I do a 
little cooking, and once in a while I can even get preten- 
tious about it, but I never have to put too much intellectual 
effort into rubbing garlic on a porterhouse and flopping it 
over hot coals on the Weber as Ms. Hess obviously does. 

That's why she was so offended by Emeril. He's an en- 
tertainer, a buffoon, a clown, a comic of comestibles. He's 
on television; he has to be loud and blustery and sloppy, in 
just the same way Dr. Laura has to be curt and judgmental 
with her callers. That's the shtick. 

I do a lot of critiquing, criticizing, and otherwise cheap- 
shotting here, mostly as a means of venting my frustration 
with a very irritating business. But please, dear friends, 
always remember that what you read here is not gospel. It 
is merely one man's opinion, an opinion that is colored by 
prejudice and filtered through hdneys of bias. 

And remember this, as well, when some reviewer slan- 
ders your newest love project: They ain't very smart, any 
of them. They are just human beings like the rest of us. 

And they are being paid to do what they ought to do 
for free. 

Now, next month, I promise to give you the shnny on 
the newest form of writer flagellation, reader groups. As 
my wife is fond of saying, there seems to be no limit to the 
human capacity for petty tyranny. 

(You see why I keep her around, don't you?) 
- Evan Maxwell 
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ard to believe it's been almost three years. My first On- 
line column appeared in these pages in July, 1996, little 
more than a recruiting piece for our then brand-new 
NINC listserv. Since then, I've reported on bulletin 
boards and newsgroups, Web sites for everything from 
research to promotion to advocacy, viruses, hoaxes, and 
cookies. I've ranted about copyright online and 
"netiquette," and my belief that knowledge is power and 
the Internet is our way to embrace that. I've passed on 
recommendations about everything from health con- 
cerns, to writing software, to music to write by, from dis- 
cussions on NINCLINK (which has been through three 
different servers in as many years). At various times, I've 
talked about e-publishing, e-rights and e-readers. 
Acronym, emoticons, spam-I've tried to explain them 
all. I've tried to walk you through the process of buying, 
building and maintaining your own Web site. Some of 
my columns have had themes, like how authors can 
make money on the Web, and some have just been col- 
lections of useful sites I discovered (or was told about) 
on the Internet. 

And now, after almost three years, it's time to pass 
the torch-before I start repeating myself. Jan Nowasky, 
aka Lorraine Heath, has graciously (even eagerly!) of- 
fered to take over the monthly Online column-a fresh 
voice, with fresh ideas. I'll leave it to Jan to introduce 
herself next month, but I have reason to believe she has 
a lot more hands-on knowledge about the Internet than 
1 ever did. (I did a pretty good job of faking it all this 
time though, right?) Anyway, I'll adhere to the old ad- 
vice, "Always leave 'em wanting moren-and at least 
leave before anyone asks me to. < g >  

To finish out my farewell column, I do have a few 
Web sites to share with you. w.bui Ider .com/  
Servers/WebHosting/?bb is CNET's page on Web host- 
ing. Informative, with lots of links, it explains most of 
what you need to know about building a Web site and 
arranging to have it hosted. w.nc iba .com/  
patholt.html is the place to go to subscribe (for free) to 

Altavista (both of which w.dogpi le.com will search) 
seem to return the highest number of "hits" on a regular 
basis, especially when looking for something really ob- 
scure. 

NINCLINK is still going strong, of course, and yes, I'll 
still be the e-mail administrator/content moderator 
there. Over the past month or so, we've had lively dis- 
cussions on flawed heroines (just how flawed is too 
flawed?); comfort foods; the most reliable scanner, 
printer and computer brands; how writers' personalities 
affect the characters they write; self-promotion; histori- 
cal attitudes vs modern readers; experiences in Africa; 
and the history of condoms (that was a fun one!) If  
you're still not subscribed (or have unsubscribed and 
want back on), just send an e-mail: 
To: LISTSERV@PEACH.EASE.LSOFT.COM 
Subject:Your-Ninc-Membership-Name (as it appears in 

the roster) 
Body: SUBSCRIBE NINCLINK Your-First-Name Your- 

Last-Name 
From now on, remember to send your online tips, 

Web sites and news to LorraineHe@aol.com And while 
you won't see me right here anymore, 
you'll still see me online! 

- Brenda Hiatt Barber : ) 

The following authors have applied for membership i n  NINC and 
are now presented by the Membership Committee to the mem-  
bers. g n o  legitimate objections are lodged with the Membership 
Committee within 30 days of this NINK issue, these authors 
shall be accepted as members of NINC: 

an irreverant and often biting newsletter about the book- 
selling and publishing industry, by bookseller and colum- New Applicants 

nist Pat Holt. Two medieval sites, one for research and Kristin Eckhardt (Kristin Gabriel), Campbell NE 

one for fun: http://humanitas.ucsb.edu/shuttle/ Joann Pence, Novato CA 

eng-med.html is a Medieval research page with lots of Ginny Schweiss (Jenna McKnight), Wilwood MO 

links, including some to texts you can read online. And 
w.tower.org/insult/index/html is a random Eliza- New Members 

bethan Curse Generator. Great for when you need just Shirlee Busbee, Covelo CA 

the right insult for a particular occasion! Oh, and while Kay 0. Cornelius, Huntsville AL 

doing some of my own research, I've been comparing the Sandra Madden (Sandra C'oakley), Las Vegas NV 

results of several search engines. So far, GoTo.com and Eileen Putman [correction of misspelling] 
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NINC Members 

The Fast Track on the USA Today List 
The Fast Track is a monthly report on Novelists, 
Inc. members on the USA Today top 150 bestseller 

by MARILYNPAPPANo list. (A letter "n" after the position indicates that 
the title is new on the list ;hat week.) Members 

should send Marilyn Pappano a postcard alerting her to upcoming books, especially those in multi-author anthologies, 
which are often listed by last names only. Marilyn's phone number is 918-227-1608, fax 918-227-1601 or online: 
pappano9ionet.net. Internet surfers can find the list at: http://www.usatoday.com. 

Members who write under pseudonyms should notify Marilyn at any of the above "addresses" to assure their listing 
in "Fast Track." 

* et al.: written with other author@) who aren't members of Novelists, Inc. 

Publishing Services by Huseby Agency, Ltd. 
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William Bernhardt 

Sandra Brown 

Catherine Coulter 

Kathleen Eagle 
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Elizabeth Lowell 

Cathy Maxwell 

Anne McCaffrey 
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Linda Lael Miller 

Linda Lael Miller 

Susan Elizabeth Phillips 
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Nora Roberts 

Nora Roberts 
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Extreme Justice, Ballantine 

Sweet Anger, Warner Vision 

Mad Jack, Jove 

The Last True Cowboy, Avon 

Glory, Topaz 

Fever, Mira 

Because of You, Avon 

The Masterharper of Pern, Del Rey 

Night Whispers, Pocket 

Lady of Conquest, Bantam 

Springwater, Pocket Sonnet 
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Pocket Sonnet 
Lady Be Good, Avon 

Inner Harbor, Jove 
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